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ABSTRACT
The vision of intelligent vehicles traveling in road networks has prompted numerous concepts to control future traffic flow, one of which is the in-vehicle actuation of traffic control signals. The key of this concept is using intelligent vehicles as actuators for traffic control systems, replacing the traditional road-side systems. Under this concept, we design and test a control system that connects a traffic controller with in-vehicle controllers with Vehicle-to-Infrastructure communications. The link-level traffic controller regulates traffic speeds through variable speed limits (VSL) gantries to resolve stop-and-go waves, while intelligent vehicles control accelerations through vehicle propulsion and brake systems to optimize their local situations. It is assumed that each intelligent vehicle receives VSL commands from the traffic controller and uses them as variable parameters for the local vehicle controller. Feasibility and effectiveness of the connected control paradigm are tested in simulation on a two-lane freeway stretch with intelligent vehicles randomly distributed among human-driven vehicles. Simulation shows that the connected VSL and vehicle control system improves traffic efficiency and sustainability, i.e. total time spent in the network and average fuel consumption rate are reduced compared to (uncontrolled and controlled) scenarios with 100% human drivers and to uncontrolled scenarios with the same intelligent vehicle penetration rates.
INTRODUCTION

Information and communication technologies enable cooperative vehicle infrastructure systems, where intelligent vehicles (IVs) connect with each other via vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) communication and with road infrastructure via vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I) communication. Numerous control concepts have been proposed during the past two decades with regard to traffic control systems with IVs, most of which pertain to a hierarchical structure where road-based traffic control systems are placed on top of vehicle control systems (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6). Based on the spatial and temporal scope of the considered control system, several control levels can be distinguished in the hierarchy, i.e. network, link, (platoon and) vehicle levels (1, 7). The works in (1, 7) provide a detailed description on the hierarchical architecture. In this paper, we focus on the connection between link-level controller and vehicle-level controller via V2I communications.

The potential of connected traffic control systems with IVs compared to the traditional traffic control systems is twofold. Firstly, with V2I communications, the traffic controller can get individual vehicle information from IV sensors to estimate the traffic state. The data from IVs are usually provided in a finer spatio-temporal resolution and better accuracy compared to road-based sensors (8, 9, 10). The second potential is the better actuation of traffic control commands, where IVs are used as actuators of road-based traffic control systems (1, 4, 11). The control signals are transmitted to the IVs via V2I communication, and the signals are used as commands for vehicle-level controllers, i.e. IVs are forced to execute the control commands from traffic control systems.

Next to these opportunities, road operators face some new challenges, one of which is that the resulting traffic flow characteristics may change substantially with IVs traveling in the network. In (7), it has been shown that the formation and propagation of moving jams (also called stop-and-go waves) with IVs are quite distinct to those with all human-driven vehicles. Hence, the question of whether the current active traffic management (ATM) measures based on human-driven vehicular flow phenomena still work well with IVs arises. The answer to this question is of great importance for road operators to develop ATM systems to control future traffic flow IVs.

This paper presents a proof-of-concept study for the connected link-level variable speed limits (VSL) control system with intelligent vehicles equipped with Car-Following Control (CFC) systems. The main objective is to examine the feasibility of the connected control paradigm and to identify the potential improvements in control effectiveness. A VSL control algorithm that is dedicated to resolve moving jams is employed as the link-level controller, while a CFC algorithm that controls vehicle accelerations based on model predictive control approach is developed and employed by the vehicle-level controller. The two-level controllers are connected via Dedicated Short Range Communications (DSRC). The connected control system is tested near a freeway bottleneck where CFC vehicles are randomly distributed in the network. Simulation experiments with different penetration rates of CFC vehicles in the network are conducted to test the change in flow characteristics and in control effectiveness.

In the sequel, we first describe the design and operation of the connected traffic and vehicle control system. Then the experimental design is presented. After that, the flow characteristics with IVs in uncontrolled scenarios (without VSL controller) are briefly discussed, followed by the test results of the scenarios with the connected control system. Conclusions and suggestions for future research directions are summarized in the end.
CONTROL DESIGN OF CONNECTED TRAFFIC AND VEHICLE CONTROL SYSTEM

Figure 1 shows a schematic representation of the connected control concept, with arrows indicating the information flow. At the upper level, the traffic controller estimates the freeway traffic state of the road network based on measurements from road-based sensors and on information from IVs in the network via vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I) communication, and generates traffic control signals, such as VSL. The traffic control signals are transmitted to and executed by road-based actuators, such as VSL gantries. The traffic control signal can also be transmitted directly to IVs from traffic controllers or from road-based actuators. As the vehicles in the network move based on the local interactions and the traffic control signals, the freeway traffic state changes, and the traffic controller enters the next control cycle, which is typically in the order of minutes.

At the lower level, the vehicle controller, such as the CFC controller, estimates the local situation surrounding the vehicle based on the measurements from on-board sensors. The traffic control commands from the traffic controller are used by the vehicle controller to compute the reference control signals, such as accelerations. The reference signal of the vehicle control system is executed by the vehicle actuators. The control cycle of the vehicle controller is typically in the order of less than one second. The state and control information of the vehicle controller may also be transmitted to the upper-level traffic controller via V2I communication, or to other vehicles via V2V communication, which is not the focus of this study.

The remaining of this section presents the assumptions regarding the operation of the connected control system, the algorithms at link and vehicle levels and the controller implementation in a microscopic simulation model.
Assumptions of Integrated Control System
The following assumptions are made for the operation of the connected VSL control with CFC system on a freeway stretch:

- There are loop detectors every 250 meters along the freeway, collecting aggregate flow and speed data every 30 seconds. VSL gantries are positioned every 500 meters along the freeway. Measurement errors from detectors are not considered in this study, but are addressed in another work (12).
- The VSL controller uses data from loop detectors to estimate and to predict the state of the traffic system on the freeway.
- The transmission of VSL signals from VSL gantries to CFC vehicles are via Dedicated short range communication (DSRC) (11). The DSRC range is 200 meters and the DSRC delay is negligible compared to the VSL control cycle.
- A CFC vehicle detects the gap and speed difference with respect to the predecessor solely based on its own on-board sensors, e.g. forward-looking radar. The CFC vehicle predicts the behavior of its predecessor and determines its optimal accelerations to minimize its objective function.
- CFC vehicles are assumed to fully comply with the speed limits, while human drivers do not fully comply. Under the speed limit of 60 km/h, human drivers are assumed to choose their desired speeds at 72 km/h, which is in accordance with field test results (13).

VSL Control Algorithm: SPECIALIST
At link level, a VSL control algorithm, namely SPECIALIST (SPEed ControllIng ALgorIthm using Shockwave Theory) (13), is chosen for this case study. Compared to other VSL control strategies (14, 15), SPECIALIST algorithm is easy to tune and has been tested on a Dutch freeway (13). It is a feedforward controller and resolves moving jams based on shock wave theory (16).

Shock wave theory states that the wave front between two states in the left figure of Figure 2 has the same slope as that of the line that connects the two states in the fundamental diagram in the right figure of Figure 2. The approach to resolve stop-and-go waves consists of four phases and starts with a shock wave as shown in Figure 2.

Phase I. A shock wave (shown as state 2 in Figure 2) is detected on the freeway. We assume that the traffic state upstream (state 6) and downstream (state 1) of the shock wave is in free flow which is generally the case in real traffic. For illustration simplicity, we assume state 1 and 6 has the same state and density value. The theory holds when the two states are different (13).

Phase II. As soon as the shock wave is detected, the speed limits of (60 km/h) upstream of the shock wave are switched on. This leads to a state change in the speed-controlled area from state 6 to state 3, and to the boundary between areas 6 and 3. State 3 has the same density as state 6. However, the flow of state 3 is lower than that of state 6 due to the combination of the same density with a lower speed. The front between states 2 and 3 will propagate backwards with a lower speed than the front between states 1 and 2, and consequently the two fronts will intersect and the shock wave will be resolved after some time.

At the upstream end of the speed-limited area traffic will flow into this area, with the speed equaling the speed limit and with a density corresponding to the speed limit, typically significantly higher than the density of state 3. This forms state 4. The propagation direction of the front between states 6 and 4 depends on the flow of state 4.

Phase III. When the shock wave (area 2) is resolved, there remains an area with the speed...
limits active (state 4) with a moderate density (higher than in free-flow, but lower than in a shock wave) and a moderate speed. This theory postulates that the traffic from such an area can flow out more efficiently than a queue discharging from full congestion as in the shock wave. The traffic leaving area 4 will have a higher flow and a higher speed than state 4, represented by state 5. This leads to a backward propagating front between states 4 and 5, which resolves state 4.

**Phase IV.** The remaining states are areas 5, 6 and 1. The wave front between states 1 and 5, and that between states 6 and 5 both propagate downstream. In the end, the backward propagating shock wave is converted into a forward propagating wave.

Based on the theory, an algorithm is developed that is suited for real-world implementation. First, a shock wave is detected by using thresholds $V_{\text{max}}$ (km/h) for the speed measurements, by assuming that in segment $i$, a shock wave is present if $V_{i} \leq V_{\text{max}}$. After that, traffic states 1-6 are determined using measurements from sensors and a control scheme is generated, involving the determination of the various fronts and their intersection points by solving linear equations based on the shock wave theory (13). After that the control scheme is determined and the speed limit can be activated. For details of the algorithm, we refer to (13, 12).

**Car-Following Control Algorithm**

In previous work, a CFC algorithm based model predictive control (MPC) approach is developed (17). The CFC system operates in two modes, being following mode and cruising mode. In cruising mode, the CFC controller minimizes driving efficiency and comfort costs, while in following mode it minimizes safety cost in addition to efficiency and comfort costs.

Let the system state $x$ from the perspective of a CFC vehicle be described by the gap (or distance) $s$ and relative speed $\Delta v = v_l - v$ to the predecessor, $x = (s, \Delta v)^T$, where $v$ and $v_l$ denotes the speed of the CFC vehicle and that of its predecessor respectively. Let $u = u$ denote the controlled acceleration. At each sampling time, the MPC CFC controller solves a finite horizon optimal control problem at current time $t = 0$ with initial state $x(0) = x_0$ as follows:

$$\min_{u} J(x, u) = \min_{u} \int_{0}^{T_P} L(x(\tau), u(\tau))d\tau$$  

(1)
subject to system dynamic equation

\[
\frac{d}{dt} \mathbf{x} = \frac{d}{dt} \begin{pmatrix} \Delta s \\ \Delta v \end{pmatrix} = \begin{pmatrix} \Delta v \\ u_l - u \end{pmatrix} = f(x, u) \quad (2)
\]

and admissible constraints of control

\[
u(t) \in U, \forall t \geq 0 \quad (3)
\]

and initial condition:

\[
x(0) = x_0 \quad (4)
\]

In Eq. (1), \( J \) denotes the cost functional to be minimized. \( L \) denotes the running cost and \( T_p \) denotes the prediction horizon. \( u_l \) denotes the acceleration of the predecessor.

The running cost function is specified as:

\[
L = \begin{cases} 
\frac{c_1}{s} \Delta v^2 \cdot \Theta(-\Delta v) + c_2 (s_d - s)^2 + \frac{1}{2} u^2 & \text{if } s \leq s_f \\
\frac{c_3}{2} (v_0 - v)^2 + \frac{1}{2} u^2 & \text{if } s > s_f 
\end{cases} \quad (5)
\]

where \( s_f = v_0 t_{d,m} + s_0 \) is the gap threshold distinguishing cruising mode \((s > s_f)\) from following mode \((s \leq s_f)\). The gap threshold is determined by a user-defined maximum desired time gap \( t_{d,m} \) at following mode, the desired speed \( v_0 \), and the minimum gap between vehicles at standstill conditions \( s_0 \). \( \Theta \) is the Heaviside function, ensuing that the safety cost only occurs when approaching the preceding vehicle. \( s_d \) is the desired gap, which is determined by the current speed and a desired time gap:

\[
s_d = v(t) \cdot t_d(s) + s_0 \quad (6)
\]

where \( t_d = t_d(s) \) is desired time gap and is dependent on traffic conditions:

\[
t_d = t_{d,0} + s \frac{t_{d,m} - t_{d,0}}{s_f} \quad (7)
\]

with \( t_{d,0} \) denoting the minimum desired time gap at following mode. Equations (6, 7) show that the CFC controller employs a variable time gap policy, i.e. it aims to keep larger time gaps to the predecessor at loose traffic conditions (or larger gaps) and smaller time gaps when vice versa. When \( t_{d,0} = t_{d,m} \), the variable time gap formulation relaxes to the constant time gap policy.

The running cost function (5) contains multiple criteria of safety, efficiency and comfort. An efficient numerical scheme based on Pontryagin’s Principle is used to solve the optimal control problem (18).

For a decentralized implementation of the algorithm, each CFC vehicle solves its own optimal control problem and generates its optimal acceleration sequence. Only the first part of the sequence is implemented to updated the system state, until the optimal accelerations are re-calculated after each vehicle control cycle (7). It is assumed that the lane-changing decisions of CFC vehicles are made and the lateral maneuvers of CFC vehicles are executed by human drivers.
In-vehicle Actuation of Traffic Control Signal
Under the connected control paradigm, intelligent vehicles serve as actuators for the traffic controller. The DSRC communication unit at each VSL gantry broadcasts the speed limit to CFC vehicles with a communication range of 200 meters. When a CFC vehicle receive the speed limit, the CFC controller changes the parameter of desired speed $v_0$ according to the speed limit of the freeway section the vehicle is traveling on. This entails full compliance of CFC vehicles with speed limits. The optimal acceleration is adaptively computed based on minimizing the original cost function (1.5) with variable desired speeds.

Although we only test the in-vehicle actuation of VSL in this study, there are multiple ways to connect the traffic controller to vehicle controllers, such as recommending route, lane choices, headways to IVs (1).

Implementation in Traffic Simulation
In general, the CFC algorithm can be implemented in any microscopic traffic simulator with open interface by replacing the original car-following algorithm. We implemented the CFC algorithm in an open-source microscopic traffic simulator named MOTUS (19). Among many other features, the MOTUS model generates realistic shock wave patterns and resembles multiline traffic flow characteristics at macroscopic level. For details of the models, we refer to (19).

The VSL control algorithm is implemented in Matlab. At each update of the VSL controller, with a sampling rate of 30 seconds, the VSL controller communicates with MOTUS to get the loop detector measurements along the freeway and returns the VSL control signals to the VSL gantries, resembling the cabled communication between road infrastructure (including loop detectors and VSL gantries) and traffic control centers. The loop detectors and VSL gantries are modeled in MOTUS. The communication between VSL gantries and CFC controllers are also modeled in MOTUS, and human drivers are assumed to react to the VSL gantries 150 meters upstream of each gantry.

EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
To prove the workings and potential benefits of the connected VSL control system with CFC vehicles, simulation experiments are carried out at a bottleneck which causes stop-and-go waves if the VSL controller does not intervene. The experimental design is presented in this section.

Bottleneck and Simulation Setup
The study focuses on stop-and-go waves. Hence, the simulation is set up in analogy to a long freeway stretch where the stop-and-go wave is the major type of jams. The road network is a two-lane freeway of 14 km, with a demand of 1900 veh/h on each lane. Loop detectors are placed every 250 meters on each lane along the freeway, collecting flow and time mean speed every 30 seconds.

A bottleneck is created by temporal change of speed limits on VSL gantries on parts of the freeway. The speed limits are activated for 2 minutes, with speed values of 80 km/h, 60 km/h and 40 km/h displayed at the location of 11 km, 11.5 km and 12 km respectively.

Parameters for IDM+ in MOTUS are chosen based on the face validation on the resultant capacity drop and jam propagation characteristics, as we will show in the ensuing. We choose the same desired time gap setting of $t_{d,0} = t_{d,m} = 1.3s$ for CFC systems as for human drivers to facilitate cross-comparison of the control effects in different scenarios.
Deployment Scenarios

The variables to be tested are whether to use VSL control and the penetration rate of CFC vehicles in traffic (5%, 10%, 50%, 100%). Together with the reference scenario with 100% human drivers, this amounts to 10 simulation scenarios:

- Scenario 1 with 100% human drivers and without VSL control
- Scenario 2 with 5% CFC systems and without VSL control
- Scenario 3 with 10% CFC systems and without VSL control
- Scenario 4 with 50% CFC systems and without VSL control
- Scenario 5 with 100% CFC systems and without VSL control
- Scenario 6 with 100% human drivers and with VSL control
- Scenario 7 with 5% CFC systems and with VSL control
- Scenario 8 with 10% CFC systems and with VSL control
- Scenario 9 with 50% CFC systems and with VSL control
- Scenario 10 with 100% CFC systems and with VSL control

We conduct 10 simulation runs for each scenario.

Assessment Indicators

Total time spent (TTS) in network is the main indicator for assessing traffic efficiency. TTS is calculated from the vehicle trajectories of the simulation as:

\[
TTS = \sum_{n=1}^{N_{veh}} t_{sn}
\]

where \(t_{sn}\) denotes the time spent in the network for vehicle \(n\) and \(N_{veh}\) denotes the total number of vehicles generated in the network during the simulation period.

Extensions of the TTS indicator are included to evaluate the relative changes in traffic efficiency, which are gains in TTS of scenarios 6 - 10 with reference to scenario 1, gains in TTS in scenarios 7 - 10 with reference to scenario 6 of VSL control with 100% human-driven vehicles, and gains in TTS in scenarios 7 - 10 with respect to scenarios 2 - 5 respectively.

The number (#) of detected jams and the number of resolved jams are included, which reflect the effectiveness of the connected control paradigm in resolving shock waves, and the number (#) and location of new jams triggered by SPECIALIST is used to assess the change in flow stability property due to VSL control. Numbers of (detected, resolved and new) jams are summed over ten simulation runs, while other indicators are averaged over ten simulation runs in each scenario.

The spatio-temporal size of the VSL control scheme, \(A_{VSL}\) in \(km\cdot min\) is used to assess the control effort. The speed \(V_{[4]}\) and density \(K_{[4]}\) of state 4, and flow \(Q_{[5]}\) of state 5 are used to assess the changes in traffic state with different penetration rate of CFC vehicles. VSL control scheme size, speed and density of state 4 and flow of state 5 are calculated by extracting different states in the VSL control scheme with loop detector data.

For sustainability indicators, we focus on average fuel consumption (AFC) rate per vehicle per 100 km. To this end, a modal fuel consumption model in (20) is employed. This model estimates instantaneous fuel consumption rate of vehicle \(n\), \(F_{tn}\) as a function of vehicle speed \(v_{tn}\) and acceleration \(a_{tn}\):

\[
F_{tn} = \begin{cases} 
\sum_{j=0}^{3} b_{j} v_{n}^{j} + c_{1} v_{n} a_{n} + c_{2} v_{n} a_{n}^{2} & \text{if } a_{n} \geq 0 \\
\sum_{j=0}^{3} b_{j} v_{n}^{j} + c_{1} v_{n} a_{n} & \text{if } a_{n} < 0
\end{cases}
\]
where $b_j$ and $c_j$ are model parameters. The AFC is calculated by dividing total fuel consumption by the total distance traveled of all vehicles in the network.

Apart from the indicators, spatio-temporal contour plots of flow and speed in uncontrolled scenarios (1-5) and controlled scenarios (6-10). The contour plots in controlled scenarios are coupled with VSL control scheme to visualize the control effects of the connected traffic control system.

**FLOW CHARACTERISTICS OF UNCONTROLLED SCENARIOS**

In this section, we summarize the flow characteristics of uncontrolled scenarios (1 - 5) (7), which is necessary to understand the working and effectiveness of the connected traffic control system.

**Reference Human-driven Vehicular Flow (Scenario 1)**

Figure 3(a)(b) show the spatio-temporal evolution of flow and time mean speed per lane on the simulated freeway collected from loop detectors. The speed limits cause vehicles in the bottleneck area to slow down, increasing the density in and limiting the outflow from the bottleneck area. Directly after the release of the speed limits, the desired speeds of vehicles in the bottleneck switch back to 120 km/h. The vehicles in the bottleneck with high density start to accelerate consequently, leading to a high flow and high speed state propagate downstream, as shown in Figure 3(a)(b). Traffic flow theorists have shown that the high density state with high flow is not stable (21, 22). After a while, traffic breaks down with speeds degrading gradually, which leads to a persistent shock wave propagating backwards against the driving direction (7). The outflow from the jam is significantly lower than the average inflow and consequently the size of the jam increases with the course of time.

**Changes in Flow Characteristics with CFC Vehicles (Scenarios 2 - 5)**

There are several differences that need special attention regarding the traffic dynamics in scenarios with CFC systems compared to the reference case (7). First, CFC systems increase traffic efficiency. The average TTS in the network and jam sizes in scenarios 2-5 are much smaller than the reference scenario. The TTS decreases from 562.8 veh·h to 477.4 veh·h in scenario 2 and to similar values in scenarios 3 and 4. The TTS is reduced to only 443.8 veh·h when all vehicles are controlled by the CFC system, as shown in Table 2. The outflow from jams in scenarios 2 is higher than that of the reference scenario, but still lower than the inflow. Hence the capacity drop remains in scenario 2, as shown in Figure 3(c)(d). When the penetration rate increases to 10% and higher, the outflow increases more or less to the value of the inflow, resulting in shock waves with more or less constant sizes, as we can see from Figure 3(f)(h)(j).

Although the size and period of the jams are different, they all propagate in the upstream direction after the start of the bottleneck. However, unlike the reference case where the jam head propagates upstream with a constant characteristic velocity, the jam propagation velocity differs scenarios with CFC vehicles, as shown in Figure 3. In scenario 2, the jam head propagates faster than that of scenario 1 while in scenario 3, 4 and 5, the jam heads propagate slower than in scenario 1. In scenario 5 as shown in Figure 3(j), the shock wave first propagates upstream from 17 minutes to about 25 minutes, then it gradually changes its velocity and stays at around 9.75 km for 10 minutes and finally propagates in the reversed direction. After a few minutes the jam dissolves when propagating in the downstream direction. The change in jam propagation velocity is quite robust across simulation runs.
It is noteworthy that several waves propagating in the downstream direction from the jam head are observed in speed contour plots in CFC scenarios, e.g. from around 40 minutes in Figure 3(d), from around 42 minutes onwards in Figure 3(f), and from around 34 minutes in Figure 3(h). This is quite different compared to the homogeneous traffic speeds downstream of the jam area in the reference scenario 1, as shown in Figure 3(b). Although these disturbances does not result in persistent waves, it does raise some concerns on the stability property at downstream area of the jam. The CFC vehicles accelerate faster and keep a smaller gap compared to human-driven vehicles when moving out of the jam area. This increases the outflow from the jam area, but it may destabilize traffic flow downstream of the jam area.

From sustainability perspectives, the reduction of the stop-and-go waves has clear benefits in reducing fuel consumption, since the accelerating and decelerating maneuvers and their duration is substantially reduced with the decreasing size of jams. As we can see from Table 2, the average spatial fuel consumption rates are reduced when CFC vehicles present in the network, and the benefits increase with the increase of penetration rate in general.

Implications for Traffic Management
The changes in flow characteristics have implications for active traffic management. Under the same strength of a bottleneck, the CFC system may stabilize the traffic flow upstream the bottleneck, which lowers the probability of traffic break down. This consequently reduces the necessity for the traffic controller to intervene. Even if the jam prevails, the more efficient outflow due to the presence of CFC systems reduces the spatial size of the jam, which is also favorable for the traffic controller since this implies less control efforts.

However, possible difficulties are also expected when controlling traffic flow with CFC systems. The resultant jam state is difficult to predict due to random distribution of controlled vehicles. Furthermore, CFC systems may destabilize traffic flow in the accelerating transition, and hence increase the risk of triggering new jams downstream of the considered jam.

The next section tests whether the advantage of the CFC system outweighs the disadvantages, and thus leads to more effective connected control system.

EFFECTIVENESS OF CONNECTED TRAFFIC CONTROL
This section discusses the effectiveness of the connected traffic control system in scenarios 6 - 10. First, the tuning of the VSL algorithm is discussed. Then the performance of the algorithm is discussed, using the assessment indicators and plots introduced in the previous section.

Tuned Variables
The tuning of the algorithm is to determine a set of parameters that is used by the VSL controller to work effectively across simulation runs. One of the changes in flow characteristics with CFC vehicles is the velocity of the downstream jam front $V_{\text{front}}$, which varies with different penetration rates and does not show a consistent characteristic. During the tuning of the algorithm, we use the average downstream jam front velocity over different simulation runs of uncontrolled scenarios under the same CFC penetration rate to predict the jam front velocity, as shown in Table 1. Although the VSL controller have no knowledge of the traffic composition at the specific location of the jam, this does not turn out to be problem for the workings of the SPECIALIST algorithm.

The impact study in the previous section suggests that the CFC systems tested may destabilize traffic flow in the acceleration transition. This feature increases the risk of triggering new
TABLE 1  SPECIALIST Parameter Settings for Different Scenarios

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>6 (100% Human)</th>
<th>7 (5% CFC)</th>
<th>8 (10% CFC)</th>
<th>9 (50% CFC)</th>
<th>10 (100% CFC)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$V_{\text{max}}$ (km/h)</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V_{\text{front}}$ (km/h)</td>
<td>-12</td>
<td>-13</td>
<td>-8</td>
<td>-8</td>
<td>-8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$v_{\text{eff}}$ (km/h)</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k_{4}$ (veh/km)</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$v_{5}$ (km/h)</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$q_{5}$ (veh/h)</td>
<td>1980</td>
<td>1980</td>
<td>1980</td>
<td>2020</td>
<td>2020</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

jams downstream of the speed control region, which is evidenced by the tuning efforts in the experiments. In many parameter settings, new jams emerge downstream of the speed limit region. As a result, the effective speed $v_{\text{eff}}$ and target density $k_{4}$ in state 4 and the flow $q_{5}$ and speed $v_{5}$ of state 5 have to be chosen in such a way that the state 4 and 5 are stable and the number of new jams triggered the VSL control scheme is as low as possible. In general, decreasing the density in state 4 and state 5 reduces the number of new jams triggered by VSL.

The tuning of the SPECIALIST algorithm follows the heuristic method in (13). The tuned parameters for SPECIALIST algorithm are summarized in Table 1. Note that we did not optimize the control parameters during the tuning, which involves large numbers of simulation runs and consequently considerable computation efforts needed due to the receding horizon algorithms of CFC controllers. Nevertheless, as we will show in the ensuing, the chosen parameter settings already prove the feasibility of the connected control paradigm and show its potential benefits in improving traffic operations and sustainability.

Performance of the Integrated Control Paradigm

Despite the difficulties we envisaged on traffic management with CFC vehicles due to the changed flow characteristics, our simulation experiments show that without changing the SPECIALIST algorithm, the connected VSL control works well and solves the resultant shock waves efficiently. Table 2 shows the number of detected jams and the number of jams solved by the connected VSL control. In the tested scenarios with CFC systems, all the detected jams are resolved within the spatio-temporal region of the simulation, i.e. around 10 km in space and 40 minutes in time for VSL control. Figure 4 shows typical contour plots of flow and density in different scenarios where jams are resolved successfully. One out of 10 jams in scenario 1 with 100% human drivers is not resolved eventually, which is shown in Figure 5(a)(b).

New jams are triggered by the VSL control scheme in scenario 7, 9 and 10, as shown in Figure 5(c)-(h). All the new jams are observed downstream of the speed limit region, which is in accordance with our expectations based on the changed flow characteristics. The CFC vehicles destabilizes traffic flow in the accelerating phase after the release of speed limit, which deteriorates the VSL controller performance to a certain extent.

Resolving moving jams has clear benefits in improving traffic efficiency. Compared to the reference scenario 1 without VSL control, applying SPECIALIST in the 100% human drivers scenario already brings a saving of 87.7 veh·h in the simulation period. With 5% CFC vehicles in traffic, the gain in TTS increases to 119 veh·h in scenario 7, and is slightly higher in scenarios 8, 9
When comparing to scenario 6 with 100% human drivers, the benefits of the connected VSL control are considerable. The average TTS gain in scenario 7 with 5% CFC vehicles is 31.4 veh·h, and is higher in scenarios 8, 9 and 10 with more CFC vehicles in traffic. Even comparing to the scenarios with the same CFC penetration rate, the benefits of the connected VSL control in traffic efficiency are clear. The average TTS gain of in scenario 7 is 33.8 veh·h compared to scenario 2. This gain is decreasing with increasing penetrate rate of CFC vehicles, due to the mitigated capacity drop phenomenon with more CFC vehicles in traffic. Nevertheless, a slight gain of 2.1 veh·h is still observed of VSL control with 100% CFC compared to the uncontrolled scenario 5, where the jam size is already very small.

The spatio-temporal size of the VSL scheme decreases with the increase of CFC penetration rate. This is explained by the reduced jam size with more CFC vehicles in traffic. The reduced jam size implies less control efforts, i.e. less traffic are limited to enter the jam region to resolve the shock wave.

The average speed in state 4 gives an indication of the compliance rate of the traffic under speed limits. At low penetration rates of 5% and 10%, the traffic speeds in state 4 are slightly lower than those in scenario 6. When the penetration rate of CFC vehicles increases to 50%, the average speed decreases substantially to 67.7 $\text{km/h}$. With 100% CFC vehicles, the average speed in area 4 is 59.9 $\text{km/h}$, due to the full compliance of CFC vehicles.

The average flow rate in state 5 reflects how efficient the resultant flow is after the release of speed limits. It is clear that flow rates in state 5 in all controlled scenarios are higher than the fixed demand of 1900 $\text{veh/h}$, which is essential to resolve stop-and-go waves. It is interesting to see that with low CFC vehicle penetration rates of 5% and 10%, the resultant flow rates of state 5 are much higher than in the 50% and 100% case. This is explained by the mitigated capacity drop phenomenon due to CFC vehicles. The mechanism that slowing down vehicles to get more efficient flow works still with high penetration rate of CFC vehicles, however, the increase in outflow is less significant compared to scenarios where more human-driven vehicles present in traffic.

From sustainability perspectives, the benefits of connected traffic control are clear. In all controlled scenarios (6 - 10), the average spatial fuel consumption rates are lower than their uncontrolled counterparts with the same traffic compositions (scenarios 1 - 5). Furthermore, for all controlled scenarios with CFC systems in traffic (scenarios 7 - 10), the average spatial fuel consumption rates are lower than the controlled scenario with 100% human drivers (scenario 6).
FIGURE 3  Flow and speed contour plots of scenarios 1 - 5. Driving direction is from bottom to top in each figure.
(a) Flow of scenario 6 (0% CFC)  
(b) Speed of scenario 6 (0% CFC)  
(c) Flow of scenario 7 (5% CFC)  
(d) Speed of scenario 7 (5% CFC)  
(e) Flow of scenario 8 (10% CFC)  
(f) Speed of scenario 8 (10% CFC)  
(g) Flow of scenario 9 (50% CFC)  
(h) Speed of scenario 9 (50% CFC)  
(i) Flow of scenario 10 (100% CFC)  
(j) Speed of scenario 10 (100% CFC)  

FIGURE 4  Flow and speed contour plots of scenarios 6 - 10. Driving direction is from bottom to top in each figure.
(a) Flow of scenario 6 with the unresolved jam
(b) Speed of scenario 6 with the unresolved jam

(c) Flow of scenario 7 with the new jam
(d) Speed of scenario 7 with the new jam

(e) Flow of scenario 9 with two new jams
(f) Speed of scenario 9 with two new jams

(g) Flow of scenario 10 with two new jams
(h) Speed of scenario 10 with two new jams

FIGURE 5 Spatio-temporal plots of flow and speed in scenarios with the unresolved jam and new jams triggered by VSL control.
TABLE 2  Indicators for Different Scenarios

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenarios</th>
<th>VSL</th>
<th># detected jams</th>
<th># resolved jams</th>
<th># and location of new jams</th>
<th>TTS (veh·h)</th>
<th>TTS gain to Scen. 1 (veh·h)</th>
<th>TTS gain to Scen. 6 (veh·h)</th>
<th>TTS gain to Scen. with same penetrate rate (veh·h)</th>
<th>$A_{VSL}$ (km-min)</th>
<th>$V_4$ (km/h)</th>
<th>$Q_5$ (veh/h)</th>
<th>AFC (l/100/km)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 (100% Human)</td>
<td>off</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>562.8</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>4.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 (5% CFC)</td>
<td>off</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>477.4</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>3.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 (10% CFC)</td>
<td>off</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>453.8</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>3.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 (50% CFC)</td>
<td>off</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>454.4</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>3.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 (100% CFC)</td>
<td>off</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>443.8</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>3.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 (100% Human) on</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>475.0</td>
<td>87.8</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>82.0</td>
<td>75.2</td>
<td>1942</td>
<td>3.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 (5% CFC)</td>
<td>on</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>1,ds**</td>
<td>443.6</td>
<td>119.2</td>
<td>31.4</td>
<td>33.8</td>
<td>22.4</td>
<td>73.3</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>3.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 (10% CFC)</td>
<td>on</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>439.2</td>
<td>123.6</td>
<td>35.8</td>
<td>14.6</td>
<td>10.2</td>
<td>73.5</td>
<td>1982</td>
<td>3.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 (50% CFC)</td>
<td>on</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>2, ds</td>
<td>440.0</td>
<td>122.8</td>
<td>35.0</td>
<td>14.4</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>67.7</td>
<td>1945</td>
<td>3.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 (100% CFC)</td>
<td>on</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>2, ds</td>
<td>441.7</td>
<td>121.1</td>
<td>33.3</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>59.9</td>
<td>1926</td>
<td>3.65</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*: # of detected, resolved and new jams are summed over ten simulation runs in each scenario, while other indicators are averaged over ten simulation runs.

**: ds stands for downstream of the VSL control region.
CONCLUSIONS
In this study, we performed a proof-of-concept study that connecting traffic control system with vehicle control system via V2I communication and investigate the changes in flow characteristics and control effectiveness with different penetration rates of IVs. Simulation results show that CFC systems improve traffic efficiency and changes flow characteristics substantially. Despite the significant changes in flow characteristics, the connected control concept works without fundamentally changing the VSL algorithm (SPECIALIST algorithm) and resolves stop-and-go waves successfully in all the test cases with CFC vehicles in traffic.

Results also show improvements in control effectiveness of the connected VSL and CFC control system, i.e. more than 80 veh·h of TTS in the network is reduced compared to uncontrolled scenarios with 100% human drivers and more than 30 veh·h of TTS is reduced to controlled scenarios with 100% human drivers. The improvement is a result of the combination of smaller capacity drop problem due to the presence of CFC vehicles and the better compliance of the CFC vehicles to the VSL control commands.

It should be noticed that the fact that the flow characteristics after the release of the speed limits (state 5 in SPECIALIST) are different with CFC vehicles in traffic, i.e. the instability triggered new jam in state 5 for scenarios with CFC vehicles and the decreasing flow rates in state 5 with the increasing penetrate rate of CFC vehicles. As SPECIALIST is originally designed for human-driven vehicular flow, re-design of the algorithm taking into account the fundamental changes in traffic flow dynamics at bottlenecks and under variable speed limits may be even more beneficial.

Apart from the in-vehicle actuation of variable speed limits concept, connecting ramp metering, route guidance or dynamic lane allocation system with intelligent vehicles are other new concepts in active traffic management. Our work sets up an example for operationalizing and testing these control concepts in the future. In addition, we only consider full compliance of the intelligent vehicle to traffic control commands. For driver assistance systems, human factors play an important role. Including these aspects is important to understand the interaction between drivers and intelligent vehicle systems and their impact on traffic operations. This leaves another interesting topic for future research.
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